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In this note we extend the ideas in [11] to prove reflexivity and especially hyper-
reflexivity results that pertain to compressions rather than summands. These results
in turn are relevant for some remarkable classes of operators.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose H and K are Hilbert spaces and B(H, K) is the set of
(bounded linear) operators from H to K; we write B(H) for B(H, H).
If S is a linear subspace of B(H, K), we define Ref(S)=[T # B(H, K) :
Tx # [Sx]& for every x in H] and we say S is reflexive if S=Ref(S).
We say that S is hyperreflexive, if there is a K1 such that, for every
T in B(H, K), dist(T, S)K sup[dist(Tx, Sx) : x # H, &x&1]. The
smallest such K=K(S) is the constant of hyperreflexivity of S.
We say that an operator T is reflexive (hyperreflexive) if and only if the
unital weak-operator closed algebra Aw(T ) is.
In [11] the author studied very general versions of reflexivity and hyper-
reflexivity. Modifying ideas in [13], the author [11] proved theorems con-
cerning the reflexivity and hyperreflexivity of graphs. The general results in
[11] do not translate directly into the operator-theoretic case, mainly
because B(HK) is not the same as B(H)B(K).
The applications given in [11] of these results all involved subspaces of
operators having reflexive or hyperreflexive direct summands. In this note
we use the natural notion of direct sum in the general setting and extend
the ideas in [11] to prove similar results that pertain to (possibly off-
diagonal) compressions rather than summands. As a consequence we show
that T1 T2 is hyperreflexive whenever T1 , T2 are both in the class A+o
[1], or if they are both weighted shifts whose norms and spectral radii are
all the same number. We also prove that a reflexive algebraic operator is
hyperreflexive. In addition, we show that if S is a weak-operator closed
linear subspace of B(H, K) with a strictly separating vector e (i.e., a
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separating vector e, such that Se is closed) and a strongly separating sub-
space M (i.e., there is an =>0 such that, for every S # S , &S | M&= &S&)
such that sp[Sx: S # S, x # M] & Se=[0] and sp[Sx: S # S, x # M]+
Se is norm closed, then S is hyperreflexive. In particular, TT and
TT* are hyperreflexive for every strictly cyclic operator T.
We also show how our results yield new proofs of the characterization
of [5] of reflexive linear transformations on finite-dimensional spaces and
the theorem of Kraus and Larson [15] that every one-dimensional sub-
space of B(H) is hyperreflexive. We also prove a result in the general set-
ting that yields generalizations of results in [13] that the direct sum of two
weighted shifts is reflexive, by considering certain finite-dimensional com-
pressions.
One interesting aspect of our results is that, in some cases, the reflexivity
or hyperreflexivity of a subspace S of B(H, K) can be determined by
inspection from the matricial structure of S with respect to decompositions
of H and K.
We begin by reviewing some concepts from [11]. Suppose F is a
Hausdorff field. We call (X, Y) a dual pair over F if X is a vector space
over F, and Y is a vector space of linear functionals (mappings into F ) on
X such that Y separates the points of X. If x # X and f # Y, we sometimes
use (x, f ) to denote f (x). We define the _(X, Y)-topology on X to be the
smallest topology for which every functional in Y is continuous and we
define the _(Y, X)-topology on Y to be the smallest topology for which all
of the evaluation functionals (at points in X) are continuous. If S/X,
M/Y, we define S==[ f # Y : f | S=0] and M== [ker f : f # M]. We
say (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple over F if (X, Y) is a dual pair over F,
E/Y, E==[0], and E is closed under multiplication by scalars. If S
is a linear subspace of X, we define RefE (S)=(S = & E)= . A linear sub-
space S of X is called E-reflexive if S=RefE (S). The subspace S is
hereditarily E-reflexive if S and each of its _(X, Y)-closed linear subspaces
is E-reflexive. As a generalization of a result of Loginov and Shulman [18],
it was shown in [11, Thm. 1.2] that an E-reflexive linear space S is
hereditarily E-reflexive if and only if every f in Y can be represented on S
by an element in E, i.e., Y=E+S=.
The motivating example is obtained by letting F=C (the complex field),
X=B(H) for some Hilbert space H, Y be the set of weak-operator con-
tinuous linear functionals on B(H), and E the set of rank-one tensors uv
(u, v # H) defined by (uv)(T )=(Tu, v).
If F is either R or C, X is a normed linear space and Y is contained
in the normed dual of X, then the reflexivity triple (X, Y, E) is called a
normed reflexivity triple. If S is a _(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X, we
define two seminorms on X by d(x, S)=sup[ |:(x)|: : # S=, &:&1], and
dE (x, S)=sup[ |:(x)|: : # E & S=, &:&1].
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In many applications d(x, S) is the distance from x to S . In any case
d(x, S)=0 if and only if x # S and dE(x, S)=0 if and only if
x # Re fE (S). Clearly, dE (x, S)d(x, S) always holds. We say that S is
E-hyperreflexive if and only if there is a K1 such that, for every x in X,
d(x, S)KdE (x, S). The smallest such K, is the constant of E-hyper-
reflexivity of S, denoted by KE (S).
2. REFLEXIVITY
Suppose (Xi , Yi , Ei) is a reflexivity triple for i=1, 2. If T : X1  X2 is
linear and _(X1 , Y1)&_(X2 , Y2)-continuous, we define T *: Y2  Y1 by
(x, T *y)=(Tx, y) for every x in X1 and every y in Y2 . We say that T
is compressive if T *(E2)/E1 . If (X3 , Y3 , E3) is a reflexivity triple and
S: X1  X3 is linear and _(X1 , Y1)&_(X3 , Y3) continuous, and if S/X1 ,
we say that T dominates S relative to S , denoted TS S if and only if
S*(E3)/sp[T *(Y2) _ (S= & E1)]. We let idX denote the identity map-
ping on X.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose (Xi , Yi , Ei) is a reflexivity triple for i=1, 2, 3,
S is a _(X1 , Y2)-closed linear subspace of X1 , T: X1  X2 is linear and
_(X1 , Y1)&_(X2 , Y2) continuous and S: X1  X3 is linear and _(X1 , Y1)&
_(X3 , Y3) continuous. The following are equivalent:
1. TS S
2. For every x in RefE1(S), [Tx=0 O Sx=0].
Proof. Statement (2) is equivalent to RefE1(S) & ker T/ker S. This, in
turn, is equivalent to [ker S]=/[RefE1(S) & ker T]
=. However, (ker S)=
=S*(Y3)&=S *(sp E3)&=sp(S*(E3)), and (RefE1(S))
==sp(S= & E1).
It follows that (2) is equivalent to S*(E3)/sp[T *(Y2)& _ sp(S= & E1)]=
sp[T *(Y2) _ (S = & E1)], which is TS S. K
Lemma 2.2. Suppose (Xi , Yi , Ei) is a reflexivity triple for i=1, 2, S is
a _(X1 , Y1)-closed linear subspace of X1 , and T: X1  X2 is a compressive
_(X1 , Y1)&_(X2 , Y2) continuous linear transformation. If x # RefE1(S),
then Tx # RefE2(T(S)).
Proof. Suppose x # RefE1(S) and suppose e # T(S)
= & E2 . Then
T *e # S=. Since T is compressive, T *e # S= & E1 . Hence (Tx, e) =
(x, T *e) =0. Hence Tx # [T(S)= & E2]==RefE2(T(S)). K
Lemma 2.3. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple, S is a _(X, Y)-
closed linear subspace of X, and P : X  X is a compressive _(X, Y)-con-
tinuous linear idempotent. Suppose P(X) is E-reflexive. Then for every linear
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subspace S of X, P(S) is E-reflexive if and only if P(S) is P*(E)-reflexive
in the reflexivity triple (P(X), P*(Y), P*(E)).
Theorem 2.4. Suppose (Xi , Yi , Ei) is a reflexivity triple for i=1, 2, S
is a _(X1 , Y1)-closed linear subspace of X1 , and T: X1  X2 is a compres-
sive _(X1 , Y1)&_(X2 , Y2) continuous linear transformation such that
S & ker T=[0] and T(S) is E2 -reflexive. The following are equivalent:
1. S is E1-reflexive.
2. TS idX1 .
Proof. (2) O (1). Suppose TS idX1 . Let x # RefE1(S). Thus, by
Lemma 2.2, Tx # RefE2(T(S))=T(S). Choose x$ # S such that Tx=Tx$.
Hence x&x$ # RefE1(S) and T(x&x$)=0. Since TidX1 , it follows from
Lemma 2.1 that x=x$ # S. Hence S is E1-reflexive.
(1) O (2). If S is E1-reflexive, then S=RefE1(S). It follows from
S & kerT=[0] and Lemma 2.1 that TS idX1 . K
Corollary 2.5. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple, S is a
_(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X, P: X  X is a compressive _(X, Y)-
continuous linear idempotent such that P(S) is P*(E)-reflexive and
S & ker P=[0]. If PS idX , then S is E-reflexive.
We now turn to applications of our results. Suppose R1 and R2 are
rings and M is an R1&R2 bimodule, a # R1 and b # R2 . We define
a vb: M  M by (a vb)(x)=axb. Note that if V and W are Banach
spaces, then B(V, W) is a B(W)-B(V) bimodule, and if A # B(W) and
B # B(V), then A vB is a compressive mapping on B(V, W), where E is the
set of rank-one tensors. To see this, suppose x # V, : # W *, and T #
B(V, W). Then (T, (A vB)*(x:))=(ATBx, :)=(T, BxA*:). Hence,
(A vB)*(x:)=BxA*:.
We say that a linear subspace S of B(V, W) has property D (or B1 [1])
if every weak-operator continuous linear functional can be represented on
S by a rank-one tensor. The corresponding terminology in [11] for a
reflexivity triple is expressed as ‘‘Y is E-elementary on S.’’
Lemma 2.6. Suppose V, W are Banach spaces, S is a linear subspace
of B(V, W). Suppose also A1 , A2 # B(W) and B1 , B2 # B(V) such that, for
every S in S, A1SB2=A2 SB1=0. If every rank-one tensor in ran(A2 vB2)*
can be represented on S by a rank-one tensor in ran(A1 vB1)*, then
A1 vB1S A2 vB2 . In particular, if either
a. There are operators C and D such that, for every S in S,
CA1SB1 D=A2SB2 , or
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b. The space S has property D, and the mapping A1SB1 [ A2SB2 is
well-defined and weakly continuous on A1SB1 ,
then A1 vB1S A2 vB2 .
Proof. Let E denote the rank-one tensors on B(V, W). Suppose x, y # V
and :, ; # W*. Then (A2 vB2)* (x:) = B2x  A2*:. If (A2 vB2)*
(x:)&(A1 vB1)*( y;) # S=, then since B2xA1*;, B1yA2*: #
S= & E (i.e., by A1SB2=A2SB1=0 for S in S), it follows that
(A2 vB2)* (x  :) = (A1 vB1)* ( y;) + (B2x&B1y)  (A2*:+A1*;) &
B2xA1*;+B1 yA2*:, and the last three terms are in S = & E. Hence
A1 vB1S A2 vB2 .
It is clear that (a) and (b) above each imply the statement that every
rank-one tensor in ran(A2 vB2)* can be represented on S by a rank-one
tensor in ran(A1 vB1)*. K
The following example shows that, in part (b) of Lemma 2.6, the condi-
tion that S has property D cannot be omitted.
Example. In [19] D. Larson and W. Wogen constructed a reflexive
operator T in B(H) such that T0 # B(HC) is not reflexive. Let S
be the weak-operator closed unital algebra generated by T0. Let
A1=B1=10, and A2=B2=01. Suppose [S*;*] is a net in S and
[S*] converges weakly to 0. If [;*] does not converge to 0, then, by
choosing an appropriate subnet, we can assume that [;*] is bounded away
from 0. Hence [(1;*)(S* ;*)] converges weakly to 01. This implies
that S is the direct sum of the weakly closed algebra generated by T and
the algebra of scalars, which contradicts the fact that S is not reflexive.
Hence the mapping A1SB1 [ A2SB2 is well-defined and weak-operator
continuous. If A1 vB1S A2 vB2 , it would follow from Theorem 2.4 that S
is reflexive. Hence A1 vB1S A2 vB2 is not true. K
Lemma 2.7. Suppose V, W are Banach spaces, S is a linear subspace of
B(V, W). Suppose also A # B(W) and B1 , B2 # B(V) and C is an operator
such that, for every S in S, (A vB2)(S)=(A vB1)(S)C. Then A vB1S
A vB2 . Similarly, if A1 , A2 # B(W), B # B(V), and D is an operator such
that, for every S in S, (A2 vB)(S)=D(A1 vB)(S), thenA1 vBS A2 vB.
Proof. Suppose x # V and : # W*. Then (A vB2)*(x:)=B2xA*:.
Since, for every S in S, ( (A vB1)(S)C, x:) =( (A vB1)(S), Cx:) ,
we see that (A vB2)* (x  :) & (A vB1)* (Cx  :) # S=. However,
(A vB2)* (x:)&(A vB1)* (Cx:)=(B2x&B1 Cx)A*: is a rank-
one tensor. The second statement follows in a similar manner. K
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Example. Let S be the set of all 4_4 matrices
\
a
b+a
0
0
b
0
0
0
0
0
2a+b
5ab
0
0
3b&a
3b&a+
with a, b # C. We will use the preceding lemma and Theorem 2.4 to prove
that S is reflexive. In this case the reflexivity triple is given by X=M4 ,
Y=M4*, E is the set of rank-one tensors in M4*. Let
P1=\
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
+ , P2=\
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
+ ,
P3=\
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
+ , P4=\
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
+ .
Let P=P1 v(P1+P2). We first show that P(S) is E-reflexive. However,
P(S) is the set of all 4_4 matrices of the form
\
a b 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
+
with a, b # C. This set is clearly reflexive. Note that the question of whether
P(S) is P*(E)-reflexive is the same as the question of whether M1_2 is
reflexive in M1_2 , which is even clearer.
We next show that PS id. To see this note that PS P, PS (P1+P2) v
(P3+P4), PS (P3+P4) v(P1+P2) are obvious. Since (2a+b 3b&a)=
(a b)( 21
&1
3 ), it follows from Lemma 2.6 that PS P3 v(P3+P4). Similarly,
(5a&b 6b+2a)=(a b)( 5&1
2
6) implies PS P4 v(P3+P4).
On the other hand (b+a 0)=(5a&b 6b+2a)( 18316
0
0) implies that
P4 v(P3+P4)S P2 v(P1+P2), and by transitivity, PS P2 v(P1+P2).
It follows that PS id.
We can now apply Theorem 4 to conclude that S is reflexive.
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The ideas in the preceding example can be used to give a new proof of
an old result of J. Deddens and P. Fillmore [5]. (Note [5] also contains
the converse of this result.)
Theorem 2.8 [5]. If T # Mn is a nilpotent matrix such that the sizes
of the two largest blocks in the Jordan canonical form for T differ by at
most 1, then T is reflexive.
Proof. We give the proof when T=J4 J3 J2 , where Jk is the k_k
Jordan block. Since T # M9 , we let P1 , P2 , ..., P9 be defined as in the
preceding example, and we let P=(P1+P2+P3+P4) vP1 . The unital
weakly closed algebra S generated by T is the set of all matrices of the
form
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c b a 0 0 0 0 0 0
d c b a 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 b a 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 c b a 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b a
with a, b, c, d # C.
We now note that P(S) is reflexive. It is clear that PS Pi vPj whenever
9i>4 or 9 j>4. In particular, it follows that PS (P5+P6+P7) v
(P5+P6+P7). It is clear from Lemma 2.6 that (P5+P6+P7) v(P5+P6+
P7) S (P2 + P3 + P4) v(P2 + P3 + P4). Hence PS id. It follows from
Theorem 2.4 that S is reflexive. K
The ideas of the preceding two examples can easily be adapted to prove
the following theorem. If B is an orthonormal basis for a Hilbert space H
and T # B(H), we say that the B-support of T is the set of pairs (e, f ) in
B_B such that (Tf, e){0. In other words, the B-support of T is the set
of positions in the matrix of T with respect to B having nonzero entries.
Theorem 2.9. Suppose H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, B is an
orthonormal basis for H, and F is a finite subset of B(H) having disjoint
B-supports. Suppose B1/B and sp B1 reduces all of the operators in F.
Suppose also that there is a vector g in B1 such that:
(1) Tg{0 for every T # F,
(2) If e # B1"[g], T # F, and Te{0, then T | (B"B1){0. Then
sp F is reflexive.
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Proof. Let S=sp F. For each T in F choose eT in B1 such that
(Tg, eT){0. For unit vectors u,v in H let Qu denote the orthogonal projec-
tion of H onto sp[u], and define the compressive idempotent Pu, v=
Qu vQv on B(H). Next define a compressive idempotent P on B(H) by
P=T # F PeT , g . Then P(S) is the set of all operators from sp[g] to
sp[eT : T # F], which is reflexive. It follows from the fact that sp B1
reduces all of the operators in S that we can apply Lemma 2.6 to see that
P dominates Pu, v whenever u, v # B"B1 . If one of u, v is in B1 and the
other is in B"B1 , then Pu, v(S)=0, so P also dominates these Pu, v ’s.
Finally suppose u, v # B1 . If v= g, Lemma 2.6 shows that P dominates
Pu, v . Suppose v{ g and Pu, v(S){[0]. Then there is exactly one T
in F such that Pu, v(T)=(Tv, u){0. It follows from condition (2) above
that there are vectors u$, v$ # B"B1 such that Pu$, v$(T ){0; whence
Pu, v(S)=[(Tv, u)(Tu$, v$)] Pu$, v$(S) for every S in S. It follows from
Lemma 2.6 that Pu$, v$ dominates Pu, v . But we have already shown that P
dominates Pu$, v$ ; whence, P dominates Pu, v . Hence P dominates id, and, by
Theorem 2.4, S is reflexive. K
We conclude this section with a result that allows one to conclude the
reflexivity of a space from the reflexivity of certain finite-dimensional com-
pressions.
The following is an elementary fact about compressive idempotents.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple and P: X  X is a
compressive _(X, Y)-continuous linear idempotent on X. If M is a P*(E)-
reflexive subspace of P(X), then M+ker P is E-reflexive.
Suppose X is a vector space and S is a linear subspace of X. A collection
P of linear idempotents on X is determining for S if [x # X: \P # P,
Px # P(S)]=S.
Proposition 2.11. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple over a
Hausdorff field F. If S is a linear subspace with a determining family P
of compressive _(X, Y)-continuous linear idempotents such that, for every P
in P, P(S) is P*(E)-reflexive. Then S is E-reflexive.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.10 that, for every P in P, we have
SP=P(S)+ker(P) is E-reflexive. Hence  [SP: P # P] is E-reflexive. But
P is determining for S, so we conclude  [SP: P # P]=S. K
Corollary 2.12. If (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple, S is a linear sub-
space of X, and if the set of compressive _(X, Y)-continuous linear idem-
potents P on X for which P(S) is P*(E)-reflexive is determining for S, then
S is E-reflexive.
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Proposition 2.13. Suppose H is a Hilbert space with an orthonormal
basis B=[e1 , e2 , e3 , ...]. Suppose also that [An] and [Bn] (n0) are
sequences in B(H) such that
(1) For each n1, the matrices for An and Bn are supported on the
nth diagonal above the main diagonal.
(2) For each n1, the (1, n)-entry of the matrices for An and Bn are
both non-zero.
Let S be the weak-operator closed linear span of [An Bn : n0] in
B(VW). Then S is reflexive.
Proof. Let E denote the set of continuous rank-one tensors on
B(VW). For each positive integer n, let Qn be the projection onto the
linear span of [ek 0 : 1kn] _ [0ek : 1kn], and let Pn=
Qn vQn . It follows from the hypotheses and Theorem 2.9, that Pn(S) is
Pn*(E)-reflexive for n1. Thus, by Lemma 2.10, Pn(S)+ker Pn is reflexive
for each n. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [13] that [P1 , P2 , ...]
is determining for S. Hence, by Theorem 2.11, S is reflexive. K
Remark. It is clear that the preceding result remains true with H
replaced with more general sequence spaces that allow the proof of
Theorem 3.1 in [13] to show that [P1 , P2 , ...] is determining for S.
Corollary 2.14. [13] If S and T are injective unilateral weighted
shift operators, then ST is reflexive.
3. HYPERREFLEXIVITY
Many of the reflexivity results in the preceding section have analogues
for hyperreflexivity. Since our intended application is the case in which
H, K are Hilbert spaces, X=B(H, K), and Y is the set of weak*
(ultraweak) continuous linear functionals on B(H, K), throughout this
section we shall assume, for the reflexivity triple (X, Y, E), that X is the
normed dual Y* of the real or complex Banach space Y. In this case, we
have that a _(X, Y)-closed linear subspace S of X is E-hyperreflexive if and
only if there is a number K1 such that ball(S=) is contained in the
closed convex hull of K(S= & ball E), and the smallest possible K is
denoted by KE (S) (see [11, Thm. 2.1]). We let E =ball E.
We sometimes assume that every vector in Y is an absolutely convergent
sum of vectors in E ; this is equivalent to saying that the norm closed
absolutely convex hull of [e # E: &e&=1] contains 0 in its interior (see, e.g.,
[11, Thm. 2.2]). The latter is equivalent to saying that there is an s>0
9HYPERREFLEXIVITY
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such that, every f in Y can be written as a sum n=1 en of elements in E
with n=1* &en &s & f &. Under this assumption, it follows (see [11, proof
of Thm. 2.2]) that a _(X, Y)-closed linear subspace S of X is E-hyper-
reflexive if every element in S= is an absolutely convergent sum of vectors
in S= & E.
We begin with an analogue of Lemma 2.10.
Lemma 3.1. If P is a compressive linear idempotent on X and M is a
P*(E)-hyperreflexive linear subspace of P(X), then M+ker P is E-hyper-
reflexive. Moreover, KE(M+ker P)KP*(E)(M).
Proof. Let S=M+ker P. Since S=/(ker P)==ran P*, we have,
for every f in S =, P*f = f. Thus, for every x in X, d(x, S)=
sup[ | f (x)| : f # S=, & f &  1] = sup[ |P* f (x)| : f # S=, & f &  1] =
sup[ |P*f (Px)| : f # S=, & f &1]sup[ | g(Px)| : g # P*(Y) & M=, &g&1]
=dP*(Y)(Px, M)KP*(E)(M) dP*(E)(Px, M)=KP*(E)(M)sup[ | g(Px)| : g #
P*(E) & M=, &g&1]KP*(E)(M) sup[ |P*f (Px)| : f # S= & E, & f &1]
= KP*(E)(M) sup[ | f (x)|: f # S= & E, & f &  1] = KP*(E)(M) dE (x, S).
Hence, S is hyperreflexive and KE (S)KP*(E)(M). K
To obtain an analogue of domination useful for hyperreflexivity, we
restrict ourselves to compressive idempotents on X. Suppose S is a
_(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X and P, Q are compressive idempotents
on X, and let r>0. We say that P r-dominates Q with respect to (S, E),
denoted P S, r Q, if and only if ball Q
*(Y) / r co[ball P*(S) _
(S = & E )].
Theorem 3.2. Suppose P: X  X is a continuous compressive idempotent
and S is a _(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X such that P(S) is P*(E)-
hyperreflexive (in the triple (PX, P*Y, P*E)) and S & ker P=[0]. The
following are equivalent.
1. S is E-hyperreflexive.
2. PS, r idX for some r>0.
Proof. We first note, by Lemma 2.10, that S+ker P=P(S)+ker P is
_(X, Y)-closed in X=Y*. It follows that S=+(ker P)= is norm closed in
Y, and hence equals (S & ker P)==[0]==Y. Since S=+(ker P)==
S=+P*(Y) is norm closed, it follows that if [ fn] is a sequence in Y
such that dist( fn , S=)  0 and dist( fn , P*(Y))  0, then dist( fn , S= &
P*(Y))  0.
(1) O (2). Suppose S is E-hyperreflexive. Since Y=S=+P*(Y), it
follows from the Baire category theorem that there is an s>0 such that
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ball Y/s ball(S=)+s ball P*(Y)/s ball P*(Y)+sKE (S) co(S=&E )/
s(1+KE(S ))[P*(Y)+co(S = & E )]. Hence PS, r idX for r=s(1+KE(S )).
(2) O (1). Suppose r>0 and PS, r idX . Suppose . # ball S
=. Hence
. # r co[ball P*(S) _ (S= & E )]=r co[ball P*(S) _ co(S= & E )]. Since
X=Y*, the _(Y, X) and norm closures of a convex subset of Y coin-
cide. Hence there is a sequence [tn] in [0, 1] and a sequence [ fn] in
ball S=, and a sequence [gn] in co(S= & E ) such that &r(1&tn) fn+
rtn gn&.&  0. By choosing an appropriate subsequence, we can assume
that tn  t for some t in [0, 1]. Thus &r(1&t) fn+rtgn&.&  0. Since rtgn
and . are in S=, dist(r(1&t) fn , S=)  0. But r(1&t) fn # P*(Y) for
each n. It follows from the remarks at the beginning of the proof that there
is a sequence [hn] in S= & P*(Y) such that &hn&r(1&t) fn&  0. We can
choose [hn] so that &hn&=&r(1&t) fn&r(1&t) for each n1.
But S=&P*(Y)=P(S)=&P*(Y), and P(S) is P*(E)-hyperreflexive;
thus hn # r(1&t) KP*(E)(P(S)) co[P(S)= & [u # (P*(E): &u&=1]]. Since
P is compressive, (PS)= & [u # (P*(E) : &u& = 1] / S= & E . Hence
. # r max[1, KP*(E)(P(S))] co(S= & E )=rKP*(E)(P(S)) co(S
= & E ).
Hence, by [11, Theorem 2.1], KE (S)rKP*(E)(P(S)). K
Remark. Note that the proof of (1) O (2) in the preceding theorem did
not require the reflexivity of P(S), but only needed that P(S) (and hence
P(S)+ker P) is closed.
Suppose H, K are Hilbert spaces. We say that a linear subspace S of
B(H, K) has property D(r) (respectively, D_(r)) for r1, if, given =>0,
for every weak-operator (respectively, weak*) continuous linear functional
. on B(H, K) there are vectors e # H and f # K with &e& & f &
(r+=) &.&, such that, for every S in S, we have .(S)=(Se, f ).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose V, W are Hilbert spaces, S is a linear subspace of
B(V, W). Suppose also A1 , A2 are idempotents in B(W) and B1 , B2 are
idempotents in B(V) such that, for every S in S, A1SB2=A2SB1=0.
(1) If s1 and every rank-one tensor uv in ran(A2 vB2)* can be
represented on S by a rank-one tensor x y in ran(A1 vB1)*, with
&x y&s &uv&, then A1 vB1S, 7s A2 vB2 .
(2) In particular, if either
a. There are operators C and D such that, for every S in S,
CA1SB1 D=A2SB2 , then (1) holds with s=max(1, &B1 & &D& &C& &A1 &).
b. The space S has property D(r) (resp. D_(r)), and the mapping
? :: A1SB1 [ A2SB2 is well-defined and weakly continuous (resp., weak*-
continuous) on A1SB1 , then (1) holds with any s>r &?&.
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Proof. (1). Let E denote the rank-one tensors on B(V, W). Let
x: # ball(ran(A2 vB2)*) with x=B2x and :=A2*: (B2 and A2 are
idempotent). We can assume that &x&=&:&1. By hypothesis, there
is a rank-one tensor y; # ball ran[(A1 vB1)*] with y=A1y, ;=B1*; ,
such that x:&y; # S = , and &y&=&;&- s. As in the proof of
Lemma 2.6, x;, y: # S = & E (i.e., by A1SB2=A2SB1=0 for S in S),
and x:=y;+(x&y) (:+;)&x;+y: , and the last three
terms are in S = & E. Moreover, &y;&s, &x&y) (:+;)&(1+
- s)24s, &x;&- ss, &y:&- ss. Hence y;+(x&y)
(:+;)&x;+ y: # 7 co[ball ran(A1 vB1)* _ (S= & E )].
(2a). Suppose x and : are as in (1). Then x:&B1Dx
(CA1)*: # S= and &B1Dx (CA1)*:&&B1& &D& &C& &A1& &x:&.
(2b). Suppose x and : are as in the proof of (1). Then (x:) b ? is
a weak-operator continuous linear functional on ran(A1 vB1), which, given
=>0, by property D(r), can be represented on ran(A1 vB1) by a rank-one
tensor y; in ran(A2 vB2) such that &y;&(r+=) &x:& &?&. K
The following four lemmas are obvious.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose P1 , P2 , P3 are compressive idempotents on X, r>0,
r1 , r21, and S is a linear subspace of X. Then
1. If ran P2/ _ [ran W : W is a compressive idempotent and
P1S, r W], then P1S, r P2 .
2. If P1S, r1 P2 , P2S, r2 P3 , then P1S, r1r2 P3 .
Lemma 3.5. Suppose { : X  X is an invertible _(X, Y)-continuous linear
transformation so that { and {&1 are both compressive, S is a closed linear
subspace of X, P and Q are compressive idempotents on X, r>0, and
PS, r Q. Then {P{
&1{(S), &{& &{&1& r {Q{
&1.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose P, Q, Q1 , Q2 , ..., Qn are compressive idempotents,
r1 , r2 , ..., rn>0, M>0, Q=Q1+Q2+ } } } +Qn , and, for every x in X,
&Q1 x&+&Q2x&+ } } } +&Qn x&M &Qx&. If PS, rk Qk for 1kn, then
PS, r Q, with r=Mr1r2 } } } rn .
Lemma 3.7. Suppose H and K are Hilbert spaces, S is a linear sub-
space of B(H, K), P # B(K), Q # B(H), and P, Q are idempotents. Sup-
pose P1 is the orthogonal projection onto sp Sran(Q) and Q1 is the
orthogonal projection onto sp S* ran(P*). Then P vQ1S, 1 P1 vQ1 and
P1 vQS, 1 P1 vQ1 . The same relations hold if P1 is the orthogonal projec-
tion onto ranP* and Q1 is the orthogonal projection onto ranP.
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Theorem 3.8. Suppose H is a Hilbert space, S is a linear subspace of
B(H), M is a reducing subspace for S, and P1 , Q1 , P2 , Q2 are projections
with P1(H), Q1(H)/M and P2(H), Q2(H)/M=. Suppose, for i=1, 2,
that
1. (Pi vQi)(S) is hyperreflexive.
2. The mapping S [ (Pi vQi)(S) is a weak*-weak* homeomorphism
from S onto (Pi vQi)(S).
3. (Pi vQi)(S) has property D(ri) for some ri1.
Then S is hyperreflexive.
Proof. Let P denote the projection onto M, and let *i denote the norm
of the inverse mapping in part (2) above. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that
P1 vQ1S, 7*1r1 (1&P) v(1&P), P1 vQ1S, 7*1r1 P2 vQ2 , P2 vQ2S, 7*2r2 P vP.
It follows from Lemma 3.3 that P1 vQ1S, 1 P v (1&P) and P1 vQ1S, 1
(1&P) vP. It also follows from Lemma 3.6 that P1 vQ1S, 49*1r1*2r2 P vP.
It now follows from Lemma 3.6 that P1 vQ1S, r idB(H) , with
r=4[7*1 r1+2+49*1r1 *2 r2]. It follows that S is hyperreflexive with
K(S)4[*1r1+2+*1r1 *2 r2] K((P1 vQ1)(S)). K
The class of A+o -contractions (containing the BCP-operators [2]) was
introduced in [1], and it was proved there that every operator in this class
is reflexive. The property of A+o -contractions from [1] that interests us is
the following fact:
If T is an A+o -contraction, and if D is a diagonal operator whose eigen-
values are dense in the open unit disk, then T has a semi-invariant sub-
space M such that the compression of T to M is unitarily equivalent to D.
Let P be the orthogonal projection onto the subspace M. The semi-
invariance of the subspace M for T means [22] that, for each integer n1,
PT nP=(PTP)n. Also the compression of T to M is the operator PT | M.
In operator matrix terms, the above statement says that, up to unitary
equivalence, T has an operator matrix of the form
V V V
T=\0 D V+ ,0 0 V
where the V’s represent unspecified entries. We can use the above properties
of A+o -contractions and Theorem 3.8 to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. If A1 and A2 are A+o -contractions, then A1 A2 is
hyperreflexive. In fact, K(A1 A2)464.
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Proof. For i=1, 2, let Pi=Qi be the projection onto a semi-invariant
subspace of Ai so that the compression of Ai onto this subspace is a
diagonal operator Di whose eigenvalues are dense in the open unit disk.
Let S=Aw(A1 A2)=[.(A1).(A2): . # H]. Since ran Pi is semi-
invariant for Ai , it follows that (Pi vQi)[.(A1).(A2)] | ran Pi=.(Di)
for every . # H  and for i=1, 2. It follows [1] that condition (2) of
Theorem 3.8 is true (with *1=*2=1 in the proof of Theorem 3.8).
It is proved in [21] that every commutative von Neumann algebra is
hyperreflexive, and it was shown by D. Sarason [23] that every com-
mutative von Neumann algebra has property D(1). Moreover, S. Rosenoer
[21] has shown that every commutative von Neumann algebra is hyper-
reflexive with constant of hyperreflexivity at most 2. Thus conditions (1)
and (3) in Theorem 3.8 are true. We can thus conclude from Theorem 3.8
that A1 A2 is indeed hyperreflexive, and K(A1 A2)4[7(1)(1)+2+
49(1)(1)(1)(1)]2=464. K
Remark. Since A+o -contractions have such a rich structure theory [1],
it seems likely that they are all hyperreflexive, and that it is unnecessary to
take the direct sum of two of them to obtain hyperreflexivity.
For an operator T, we let r(T ) denote the spectral radius of T.
Corollary 3.10. If A and B are weighted shift operators (either
forward or backward, either unilateral or bilateral) on a Hilbert space such
that &A&=&B&=r(A)=r(B), then AB is hyperreflexive.
Proof. Since 00 is a hyperreflexive operator, there is no harm in
assuming that &A&=1. It was shown in [1, Thm. 10.5] that a weighted
shift operator T with &T&=r(T )=1 is either in the class A+o or has a com-
pression C to a semi-invariant subspace such that C is similar to either S
or S*, where S is the unweighted unilateral shift operator. It was shown by
K. Davidson [4] that S (and hence S*) is hyperreflexive, and since S (and
thus S*) has property D(1), we are able to apply Theorem 3.8 (as in the
proof of Theorem 3.9) in each of the possible cases. K
We can also use Theorem 3.8 to prove a hyperreflexivity result for cer-
tain subnormal operators. We refer the reader to the book of J. Conway
[3] for a nearly complete account of the theory of subnormal operators.
A theorem of D. Sarason [24] says that if S is a subnormal operator (i.e.,
the restriction of a normal operator to an invariant subspace), then
the weakly closed algebra Aw(S) is isomorphic to the direct sum
H(0)L(&), where 0 is a bounded simply connected open subset of
the plane and & is a measure. We call the open set 0 the open Sarason hull
of S. The scalar spectral measure of a subnormal operator is the scalar
spectral measure of its minimal normal extension.
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Theorem 3.11. Suppose S and T are subnormal operators whose open
Sarason hulls are equal and whose scalar spectral measures vanish on the
boundary of their open Sarason hulls. Then ST is hyperreflexive.
Proof. Let 0 be the open Sarason hull of S, and let [0i : i # I] be the
collection of connected components of 0. Then there are normal operators
S0 , T0 and operators Si , Ti (i # I ) such that S is the direct sum of the Si ’s,
T is the direct sum of the Ti’s and for each i in I, the open Sarason hulls
of Si and Ti are 0i . It follows from [3, Chapter 7] that, for each i in I,
there are subnormal operators Ai , Bi whose open Sarason hulls are the
open unit disc D in the plane and whose scalar spectral measures vanish
on the boundary of the disc, such that if fi: D [ 0i is the Riemann map,
then fi (Ai)=Si and fi (Bi)=Ti . It follows that each Ai and Bi are C00-con-
tractions, and, by [1, Thm. 10.4], they are A+o -contractions. Hence, for
each i in I, Ai Bi is hyperreflexive with constant at most 464. However,
by [15] (see also [11, Thm. 2.3]), every operator in Aw(AiBi) (e.g.,
Si Ti) is hyperreflexive with constant at most (464+1)(1+1)&1=929.
Also A0B0 is hyperreflexive with constant at most 2. It follows from [11,
Thms. 2.3 and 4.1] that ST is hyperreflexive with constant at most
(929+1)(4+1)&1=4649.
We can use the intersection theorem from [11, Thm. 2.7] and
Lemma 3.1 to prove a version of Theorem 2.11 for hyperreflexivity.
Theorem 3.12. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a Banach reflexivity triple and
ball(X) is _(X, Y)-compact, and let S be a _(X, Y)-closed linear subspace
of X. Suppose P is an increasingly directed family of compressive idem-
potents that is determining for S. Then
KE (S)sup[KP*(E)(P(S)) : P # P].
Proof. It follows from the fact that P is determining for S that S is
the intersection of the downwardly directed family of subspaces of the
form P(S)+ker P. It follows from [11, Thm. 2.7] that KE (S)
sup[KE (P(S)+ker P) : P # P]. The proof is completed by appealing to
Lemma 3.1. K
We will now apply the preceding theorem to give a new proof of the
theorem of Kraus and Larson [15] stating that, on a Hilbert space, the
linear span of any single operator is hyperreflexive. In [20] it is proved
that the hyperreflexivity constant for any 1-dimensional subspace is 1; our
proof does not yield this conclusion. However, it is hoped that this tech-
nique andor the techniques of Theorem 3.8 (see also Theorem 4.10) can be
used to answer the question in [15] that asks whether every finite-dimen-
sional reflexive space of operators is hyperreflexive. Affirmative evidence is
given in Theorem 3.14.
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Proposition 3.13. Suppose H is a complex Hilbert space and T # B(H).
Then the space CT is hyperreflexive, and we have
K(CT )sup[K(CA) : A # Mn , 0A1, n1]5.
Proof. Let S=CT, let E denote the set of rank-one tensors on B(H),
and let [Qn] be any increasingly directed net of finite-rank projections con-
verging strongly to 1. For each n, define the compressive idempotent Pn on
B(H) by Pn=Qn vQn . Since ball B(H) is compact in the weak operator
topology, we conclude from Theorem 3.12 that K(S)supn K(Pn(S) |
ran Qn). However, K(Pn(S) | ran Qn) is the constant of hyperreflexivity of
the subspace CAn in B(Hn), where Hn=ran(Qn) and An=Qn A | Hn .
Hence, we can assume that dim H<. There is no harm in assuming
that &A&1, since this does not affect CA. In this case A has a polar
decomposition A=UD, with U unitary and 0D1. Since U is unitary,
K(S)=K(U*S)=K(CD). However, CD is a weakly closed linear sub-
space of a commutative von Neumann algebra D. It follows from [21] that
K(D)2, and, by [15], K(CD)5. K
Theorem 3.14. If T is a reflexive algebraic operator on a Hilbert space H,
then T is hyperreflexive.
Proof. It follows from the characterization of reflexivity for algebraic
operators given in [12] and from [14, Lemma 7.8] that there are closed
invariant subspaces M and N for T such that H is the linear direct sum
of M and N, dim(M)<, the minimal polynomials for T and T | M are
the same, and T | M is reflexive. Since dim(M)<, T | M is hyper-
reflexive. Furthermore, it follows from [12] that Aw(T | M) has property
D(r) for some r1. Also the mapping : : Aw(T | M)  Aw(T | N) defined
by :(A | M)=A | N for A # Aw(T ) is weak operator continuous. If P is the
projection onto M parallel to N, then, by Lemma 3.3, P vPS, r idB(H) for
some r>0. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that Aw(T ) is hyperreflexive. K
4. STRICTLY SEPARATING VECTORS
In [16] D. Larson proved that if H is a Hilbert space, S is a weak-
operator closed linear subspace of H, and if every weak-operator con-
tinuous linear functional can be represented on S as a rank-one tensor
(i.e., S has property D), then S (3)=[SSS : S # S] is a reflexive sub-
space of B(HHH). In [11, Thm. 1.2] the author proved a version
of this result for arbitrary reflexivity triples. It was noted in the remark
following Theorem 5.8 in [11], that one algebraic application of this result
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is subsumed by a theorem of P. Fillmore [10], which states that if S is a
vector space of linear transformations having a separating vector, then S (2)
is algebraically reflexive. Fillmore’s result has been extended by Lifeng
Ding [8], [9]. We now prove a general result that extends Fillmore’s
result and eventually leads to results relating hyperreflexivity and strict
cyclicity.
If (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple, let En denote the algebraic sum of n
copies of E. Thus E2=[e+ f : e, f # E]. Let Xn denote the cartesian
product of n copies of X. Then (Xn, Yn, En) is a reflexivity triple. If S is
a subset of X, let S (n)=[(x, x, ..., x): x # S]/X n. It is easily shown that
S (n) is En-reflexive if and only if S is En-reflexive.
Note that the analogue of property D for a subspace S in a reflexivity
triple (X, Y, E), namely that every functional in Y can be represented on S
as a functional in E, can be simply stated as Y/E+S=.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple, Y=sp E, S is a
_(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X, and suppose that G is an additive sub-
group contained in E such that Y/G+S=. Then S is E2-reflexive.
Proof. It suffices to show that S=/sp(S= & E2). Suppose f # S=.
Then we can write f =e1+ } } } +en with each ek # E. Since Y/G+S=, we
can choose, for 1kn, an fk in G such that ek& fk # S=. Thus,
ek& fk # S= & E2 and, since G is closed under addition, we conclude that
f1+ } } } + fn # S= & G/S= & E. Hence f # sp(S= & E2). K
To understand what the hypothesis of the preceding theorem means in
applications, suppose U1 , U2 are vector spaces over a field F, and let
L(U1 , U2) denote the set of linear transformations from U1 to U2 . A rank-
one tensor acting on L(U1 , U2) is a function x: with x # U1 and : a
linear functional on U2 defined by (x:)(T )=:(Tx). The linear span of
the rank-one tensors on L(U1 , U2) is a faithful representation of the
algebraic tensor product (over F ) of U1 with the space of linear functionals
on U2 .
The following lemma describes the form of additive semigroups of the set
of rank-one tensors. Although this result is classical, the author was unable
to find a reference.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose U1 and U2 are vector spaces over F. If [xi:i :
i # I ] is the set of non-zero elements in a nonzero additive semigroup
of rank-one tensors on L(U1 , U2), then either dim sp[xi : i # I ]=1 or
dim sp[ yi : i # I ]=1.
If S/L(U1 , U2), we say that a vector e in U1 is a separating vector for
S if the mapping S [ Se is 1&1 on S. We say that a linear functional :
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on U2 is a separating functional for S if the mapping S [ : b S is 1&1
on S.
Corollary 4.3. Suppose U1 , U2 are vector spaces over a field F, and S
is a linear subspace of L(U1 , U2). The following are equivalent.
(1) There is an additive semigroup G of rank-one tensors such that
every linear functional on S can be represented as an element in G.
(2) S has either a separating vector or a separating functional.
We now obtain a strengthening of Fillmore’s result [10].
Corollary 4.4. If S is a linear subspace of L(U1 , U2) such that either
S has a separating vector or a separating functional. Then S (2) is algebrai-
cally reflexive.
We now suppose W1 and W2 are Banach spaces, and suppose S is a
weak-operator closed linear subspace of B(W1 , W2). In this setting, we
only consider continuous rank-one tensors x: with x # W1 and : a con-
tinuous linear functional on W2 . We say that a vector x in W1 is strictly
separating for S if x is a separating vector for S and Sx is norm closed.
Similarly, a continuous linear functional : on W2 is strictly separating for
S if : is separating for S and [: b S : S # S]=[S*: : S # S] is a norm
closed space of W1*. More generally, a linear subspace M of W1 is strongly
separating for S if there is an =>0 such that, for every S in S,
&S | M&= &S&.
Proposition 4.5. Suppose W1 and W2 are Banach spaces, and suppose
S is a weak-operator closed linear subspace of B(W1 , W2). The following
are equivalent.
(1) There is an additive semigroup G of continuous rank-one tensors
such that every weak-operator continuous linear functional on S can be
represented as a rank-one tensor in G.
(2) Either S has a strictly separating vector in W1 or a strictly
separating functional in W 2*.
If either (1) or (2) holds, then S(2) is reflexive.
Proof. First suppose (1) is true. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that either
there is an e in W1 such that each g in G is of the form g=e; for some
; # W2*, or that there is a continuous linear functional : # W2* such that
each g # G has the form x: for some x in W1 . We begin with the former
case. The fact that e is a separating vector for S follows from (1) and the
fact that the weak-operator continuous linear functionals separate the
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points of S. To prove that e is a strictly separating vector for S, we must
show that Se is norm closed. Define ?: S  Se by ?(S)=Se. Clearly ? is
bijective and norm-norm continuous. To prove that Se is closed it is
enough to show that there is an r>0 such that, for every S # S,
&?(S)&r &S&. However, the negation of the latter statement implies that
there is a sequence [Sn] in S such that &Sn&   and &?(Sn)&  0. This
implies that g(Sn)  0 for every g in G. However, by (1), we conclude
that Sn  0 in the weak operator topology. It follows from the uniform
boundedness theorem that [&Sn&] is bounded, which contradicts &Sn&  .
Hence e is a strictly separating vector for S.
The case in which there is a continuous linear functional : on W2 such
that each g in G has the form x: for some x in W1 is handled in a
similar fashion as the above case.
The proof of (2) O (1) is essentially contained in [12, Thm. 5.1]. Finally,
the reflexivity statement at the end follows from Theorem 4.1. K
We can improve Theorem 4.1 obtain a result in which we conclude S is
E-reflexive instead of E2-reflexive.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a reflexivity triple, Y=sp E, S is
a _(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X. If G is an additive subgroup of E such
that E/G+sp(S= & E), then S is E-reflexive.
Proof. Suppose f # S=. Since Y=sp E and E is closed under scalar
multiplication, we can write f =e1+ } } } +en with each ek in E. For each
k, there is a gk # G such that ek& gk # sp(S= & E). Let g= g1+ } } } + gn .
Then g # G / E, and f & g = (e1 & g1) + } } } + (en & gn) # sp(S= & E).
But f # S=; thus, g # S= & E. Thus f # sp(S= & E). This proves S is
E-reflexive. K
The following corollary is an improvement of [10].
Corollary 4.7. Suppose, for i=1, 2, that (Xi , Yi , Ei) is a reflexivity
triple, Yi=sp Ei , Si is a _(Xi, Yi)-closed linear subspace of Xi , and G i is an
additive subgroup of Ei such that Yi/Gi+S=. Suppose \: S1  S2 is a
linear _(X1 , Y1)&_(X2 , Y2) homeomorphism. Then graph (\) is E1_E2 -
reflexive.
Proof. Let G=G1_[0]. If (e1 , e2) # E1_E2 , then there exist g1 , g3 # G1
and g2 # G2 such that e1 b \&1&g2 # S2=, e2 b \&g1 # S1=, and g2 b \&g3 # S1=.
However, (e1 , e2)=(g1+ g3 , 0)+(e1 , &g2)+(&g3 , g2)+(&g1 , e2). Since
(g1+ g3 , 0) # G and (e1 , &g2), (&g3 , g2), (&g1 , e2) # [graph(\)]= &
(E1_E2), it follows from Proposition 4.6 that graph(\) is E1_E2 -
reflexive. K
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Corollary 4.8. Suppose W1 , W2 , Mij (1i, j2) are Banach spaces
such that, for i=1, 2, Wi=Mi1Mi2 . Let S be a weak-operator closed
linear subspace of B(W1 , W2), and, for j=1, 2, S(M1j)/M2j . Suppose also
that, for j=1, 2, S either has a strictly separating vector in M1j or a strictly
separating continuous linear functional on M2j . Then S is reflexive.
We now turn to results on hyperreflexivity. Although versions of these
results hold in certain Banach spaces, we restrict ourselves to the Hilbert
space case.
Proposition 4.9. Suppose (X, Y, E) is a Banach reflexivity triple, with
X=Y*, S is a _(X, Y)-closed linear subspace of X, r>0, and G is a closed
linear subspace of E such that
1. ball Y/r co[ball(G) _ (S= & E )].
2. G+S= is closed.
Then S is E-hyperreflexive and KE (S)r.
Proof. Suppose . # ball S=. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we
obtain a number t, 0t1, a sequence [gn] in ball(G) and a sequence
[ fn] in co(S= & E ) such that &.&r(1&t) gn+rtfn&  0. Since . and rtfn
are in S=, dist(r(1&t) gn , S=)  0. But G+S= is closed; whence, there
is a sequence [hn] in ball(G & S=)/S= & E such that &r(1&t) gn&
r(1&t) hn&  0. Thus .=limn   r(1&t) hn+rtfn # rco[ball(G & S=) _
(S= & E )]/r co(S= & E ). K
The following extends to hyperreflexivity some results on reflexivity of
L. Ding [6], [7].
Theorem 4.10. Suppose H is a Hilbert space and S is a norm closed
linear subspace of B(H) such that S has a strictly separating vector e.
Suppose also that M is a closed subspace of H that strongly separates S
such that (SM)&=sp[Sx : S # S, x # M] satisfies (SM)& & Se=[0]
and (SM)&+Se is closed. Then S is hyperreflexive.
Proof. We will be working in the reflexivity triple (X, Y, E) where
X=B(H), Y is the set of trace-class operators, and E is the set of rank-one
tensors. Then Y*=X, and ball Y=co(E ). By replacing S with the sub-
space USV, where U and V are invertible operators (this doesn’t affect
hyperreflexivity), we can assume that e=M and Se= (SM)&, and &e&=1.
Let Q1 , Q2 , P1 , P2 denote, respectively, the projections onto sp[e], M,
Se, (S M)&. We can also choose a number = , 0<=<12, such that, for
every S in S , &Se&4= &S&.
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Since e is strictly separating for S, (P1 vQ1)(S)|Q2(H)=B(Q1(H),
P1(H)), which is hyperreflexive and has property D_(1). Let \: Se  S
be defined by \(Se)=S. It follows from the definition of = that
4= &\&1. Since P1SQ2=0 and P2SQ1=0, Lemma 3.3 implies that
P1 vQ1S, 7 &\& P2 vQ2 . It follows from Theorem 3.2 that S1=(P1+P2) v
(Q1+Q2)(S) | [sp[e]+M] is hyperreflexive. It now follows from the
remark following Theorem 3.2 that there is an r>0 such that P2 vQ2S1, r
(P1+P2) v (Q1+Q2). This is equivalent to saying P2 vQ2S1, r P1 vQ1 .
Suppose u is a vector in H and &u&e&=. Define A: Se+(SM)& 
Su+(SM)& by A(Se+g)=Su+g. Since &A(Se+g)&(Se+g)&=
&S(u&e)&= &S&= &\& &Se&= &\& &Se+g&(14) &Se+g&, we see
that A is invertible and that &A&542 and &A&1&432. Define
B: Ce+M  Cu+M by B(:e+g)=:u+g for : # C and g # M. Since
&B(:e+g)&(:u+g)&=|:|=&:u+g&(12)&:u+g&, it follows that
&B&, &B&1&2. Let Pu denote the projection onto Su+(SM)&,
let Qu denote the projection onto Cu+M, and define {: (P1+P2) v
(Q1+Q2)(B(H)) | [sp[e]+M](PuvQu)(B(H)) | [Cu+M] by {(T)=ATB&1.
Then &{&, &{&1&4. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that {P2 vQ2{&1{(S1), 16r
{(P1+P2) v(Q1+Q2) {&1. Since (P1+P2) v(Q1+Q2) is the identity on
(P1+P2) v(Q1+Q2)(B(H)) and (Pu vQu) is the identity on (Pu vQu)(B(H)),
it follows that {(P1+P2) v(Q1+Q2){&1=Pu vQu .
Also if S # S, : # C, and g # M, then S(:u+ g)=B[S(:e+ g)]=
(BS) A&1(:u+ g). It follows that {(S1)=(Pu vQu)(S)|Qu(H).
Next, {P2 vQ2{&1=(AP2A&1) v(B&1Q2B)=P2 vQ2 , and {P1 vQ1{&1=
(AP1 A&1) v(B &1Q1B). But P1A&1=P1 A&1P2 and B&1Q1=Q2B&1Q1 .
Hence, {P2 vQ2{&1=({P2 vQ2{&1)(P2 vQ2), which implies ({P2 vQ2{&1)*
(Y)/(P2 vQ2)*(Y). It follows that P2 vQ2{(S1), 1 {P2 vQ2{
&1.
Putting the last three paragraphs together, we obtain P2 vQ2
(Pu vQu)(S), 16r Pu vQu .
Next suppose w # H. We can write uw=uPuw+u (w&Pu w),
and uPuw # &u&&Pu w&16r co[ball(P2 vQ2)*(Y) _ (S= & E )] and, by
the definition of Pu , u (w&Pu w) # &u&&w&Pu w&(S= & E ). Hence
uw # &u& &w& 32r co[ball(P2 vQ2)*(Y) _ (S= & E )].
Finally, suppose v, w are arbitrary vectors in H and &v&=&w&=1.
Let u = e + =v. Then v  w = (1=)[u  w & e  w] # (1=)(1 + =) 32r
co[ball(P2 vQ2)*(Y) _ (S= & E )]+ r co[ball(P2 vQ2)*(Y) _ (S = & E )]
/ (65r=) co[ball(P2 vQ2)* (Y) _ (S = & E )]. Therefore, P2 vQ2S, (65r=)
idB(H) . Hence (P1+P2) v(Q1+Q2)S, (65r=) idB(H) . It now follows from
Theorem 3.2 that S is hyperreflexive. K
Corollary 4.11. Suppose H is a Hilbert space and S is a closed linear
subspace of B(H) such that S or S* has a strictly separating vector. Then
S (2) and [SS* : S # S] are hyperreflexive.
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Remark. If A is a strictly cyclic unilateral shift operator on a Hilbert
space, e.g., a Donoghue shift (see [25]), then T=AA has a strictly
separating vector, but T is not strictly cyclic, in fact, not even cyclic (i.e.,
ranT has codimension 2).
We finish with a result that gives another proof of the reflexivity of the
nilpotent matrices Jn Jn&1 (see Theorem 2.8).
Theorem 4.12. Suppose H is a Hilbert space, H is a norm closed linear
subspace of B(H) with a strictly separating vector e. Let Q denote the pro-
jection onto [e]= and let P be the projection onto sp[Sx : x # H, S # S].
Then B=[S[PS | Q(H)] : S # S] is hyperreflexive.
Proof. Let P1 denote the projection onto Se. Since e is a strictly separat-
ing vector for S, ((P1 0) v(1&P)0)(S) | sp[e]=B(sp[e], P1(H)) is
hyperreflexive. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that ((P1 0) v(1&P)0)(S)
is hyperreflexive. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that (P1 0) v(1&P)0)B, r
(0  P) v (0  Q) for some r > 0 and that (0  P) v (0  Q) B, s
((1&P1)0) v(P0) for some s>0. The remaining compressions of B are
0, so it follows that (P1 0) v(1&P)0)B, t id for some t>0. Hence, by
Theorem 3.2, B is hyperreflexive. K
Corollary 4.13. Suppose S is a strictly cyclic unilateral weighted shift
with nonzero weight sequence [a0 , a1 , ...] and T is the weighted unilateral
shift whose weight sequence [a1 , a2 , ...]. Then ST is hyperreflexive.
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